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A PLAN THAT KEEPS OUR REGION MOVING:

• More trains, buses and SeaBus to get you there faster

• Less traffic by adding lanes and fixing bottlenecks on major roads

• New services for neighbourhoods that have no transit today

The Mayors’ Council and TransLink are taking the next step to improve our region’s transportation system. Phase 

One of the 10-Year Vision for Metro Vancouver Transit and Transportation will increase bus service by 10% across 

the region. It will expand capacity and increase rider comfort with 50 new SkyTrain cars for the Expo, Millennium, 

Evergreen and Canada Lines, plus 5 new West Coast Express cars and a new SeaBus. It will also improve the 

region’s major road network, add new walking and cycling paths across the region, improve access to transit 

stations and stops, and begin planning work for the Broadway subway and Surrey light rail.

Residents can have their say in a public consultation happening in October 2016. Once the Phase One plan is 

approved, transit improvements will start in January 2017, and will benefit residents in every community across 

Metro Vancouver.

Learn more about the Phase One plan – including maps showing the proposed improvements in every community –  
on our Plan website: tenyearvision.translink.ca.
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WHY INVEST IN TRANSIT & TRANSPORTATION?
With overcrowding on our transit system, increasing traffic congestion, and another one million people moving to 

our region over the next 25 years, it is clear that Metro Vancouver’s transportation network needs new investment 

NOW. That’s why local mayors created a 10-Year Vision that sets out the new services and infrastructure our region 

needs – today and in the future.

For residents:

• Less crowding and quicker commutes by transit

• Reduced congestion on major roads

• Better, safer routes for walking and cycling, region-wide

For our economy:

• Independent economic analysis shows the 10-Year Vision will support 5,000 new jobs by 2025 and 12,000 

new jobs by 2045

• Businesses will benefit by moving goods around the region more efficiently 

• Faster transit and less traffic means more workers can access jobs throughout the region

For our health and environment:

• Reducing traffic leads to less air pollution and GHG emissions associated with road congestion

• Investing in transit helps support more compact, walkable, and bikeable communities

READY TO ROLL IN JANUARY 2017
Phase One of the 10-Year Vision will deliver immediate improvements to Metro Vancouver’s transit system and road 

network. The goal is more transit and better roads for everyone, across the entire Metro Vancouver region. The plan 

will accomplish this by reducing overcrowding on transit, servicing places that are not serviced today, and fixing 

bottlenecks on roads.

Residents in every community will directly benefit from Phase One improvements,  

with 80% of the new bus service in communities outside of Vancouver
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PHASE ONE HIGHLIGHTS
1. 10% More Bus Service

• 10% increase across the region, starting in early 2017

• More frequent service on 50 different bus routes that carry 650,000 passengers across the region every day

• Expanded HandyDART service

• Up to 5 new Express “B-Line” rapid bus routes that run across the region every 15 minutes or less, all day, all 

week on: Fraser Highway, Lougheed Highway, Marine Drive, 41st Avenue, and Hastings Street

• Bus service to communities that have no transit service today, including Silver Valley in Maple Ridge, Morgan 

Creek and Clayton in Surrey, Willoughby in Langley, and Burke Mountain in Coquitlam

2. New Trains, More Space
• 50 new cars for the Expo, Millennium, Evergreen and Canada Lines

• 5 new West Coast Express cars

• Pre-construction work on Broadway subway and Surrey light rail

3. Shorter Waits for SeaBus
• One new SeaBus to increase capacity

• Crossings every 10 minutes during rush hour

• Crossings every 15 minutes during non-peak hours

4. Better Roads, Less Congestion
• Paving, adding more lanes and fixing traffic bottlenecks

• Seismic upgrading of key structures such as overpasses

• More support for cities to maintain the region’s truck routes

5. Safer Walking and Cycling
• New walking and cycling paths throughout the region 

• Improved pedestrian access to bus shelters, overpasses and crosswalks connected to transit

With overcrowding on our transit system, increasing traffic congestion, and another one million people 

moving to our region over the next 25 years, it is clear that Metro Vancouver’s transportation network 

needs new investment NOW.

Sub-region
% increase  
in bus service  
compared to  
today

% share of  
new bus service 
hours in Phase  
One plan

Burnaby /  
New Westminster 7% 8%

Ladner / Delta /  
Tsawwassen 12% 2%

Maple Ridge /  
Pitt Meadows 64% 15%

North Shore 14% 14%

Coquitlam /  
Port Coquitlam /  
Port Moody

10% 7%

Richmond 7% 5%

Surrey/Langley 16% 29%

Vancouver / UBC 6% 21%

Entire region 10% 100%

PHASE ONE BUS IMPROVEMENTS BY COMMUNITY
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FUNDING FOR PHASE ONE
Phase One of the 10-Year Vision is the first in a series of plans that will deliver the important transportation 

improvements our region needs over the coming decade. Making the 10-Year Vision a reality requires funding from 

all three levels of government, as well as users of the transit system and road network. The federal government is 

offering billions of dollars for our local transit system. The provincial government and the region need to match the 

federal funds, or we’ll lose out on this once-in-a-generation investment, and the opportunity to complete the  

10-Year Vision.

FEDERAL FUNDING

• The Government of Canada has committed $370 Million from the federal Public Transit Infrastructure Fund 

(PTIF), with more than $2 Billion available if the Province and Region can provide matching funds.

PROVINCIAL FUNDING

• The Government of British Columbia has committed $246 Million, which is a portion of their fair share  

of funding.

• To match the federal investment and complete the 10-Year Vision, the Province needs to commit additional 

funds for the long term.

REGIONAL FUNDING

Moving forward means identifying fair and balanced ways of raising the regional money for Phase One. Regional 

revenue will come from:

• TransLink’s existing funding sources

• Reallocation of existing resources through the sale of surplus property 

• A property tax increase of about $3 per household per year

• A modest increase in transit fares averaging 2% to 3% a year for three years – about 5 to 10 cents on a single 

fare, and $2 on a monthly pass – to keep pace with inflation

• A fee on new development activity to be introduced by 2020  

• Mobility pricing to be introduced in 2021-2022

While the transit service improvements in the Phase One plan will start rolling out in January 2017, residents and 

transit users won’t pay anything more for transit fares, or see an increase on their property tax bills, until June 2017.

The provincial government and the region need to match the federal funds, or we’ll lose out on this 

once-in-a-generation investment, and the opportunity to complete the 10-Year Vision.
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Did you know?
TransLink’s portion of your property tax bill, to support roads, bridges and transit across the region, accounts for about 8% of 

your total bill, with the remainder of your property taxes going to the province and your municipality. Every year, your property 

tax bill goes up about one-tenth of one percent due to TransLink, or about $3 on the average home – less than the rate of 

inflation. To help pay for the service improvements in the first phase of the 10-Year Vision, the Mayors’ Council is proposing to 

adjust the TransLink property tax formula to add an additional 0.12% annual increase, or about $3 more per year on the average 

home, starting in 2017.

HOW WE GOT HERE
In 2014, the 23-member Mayors’ Council created the 10-Year Vision for Metro Vancouver Transit and Transportation. 

Founded on years of planning, the Vision identifies the new services we will need and how we will pay for them – 

with the goal of ensuring we get the most value out of every dollar we spend on transportation infrastructure.

Phase One of the 10-Year Vision is an investment plan, which outlines TransLink’s annual revenues and 

expenditures. As required by law, investment plans must be updated at least once every three years and the public 

has an opportunity to provide input through a consultation process. A final plan is then approved by the TransLink 

Board and the Mayors’ Council. 

In the 2015 plebiscite, Metro Vancouver residents voted against a proposal to raise the regional funds for the 10-

Year Vision through an increase to the provincial sales tax. Since then, TransLink has made important changes to 

its organization, including hiring a new CEO, and has worked closely with the Mayors’ Council to develop a sensible 

new approach to begin implementing the 10-Year Vision accountably and efficiently

WHAT’S NEXT
• September 2016 – 10-Year Vision: Phase One plan introduced

• October 11–31, 2016 – Public consultation on the Phase One plan

• November 2016 – Mayors’ Council and TransLink Board approve final plan

• January 2017 – Transit system improvements begin

HAVE YOUR SAY
In October, Metro Vancouver residents will have a chance to comment on the Phase One plan.  

Have questions, thoughts or ideas? Get involved, and let us know how we can shape and grow our communities 

together. Visit tenyearvision.translink.ca.


